abductor moment arm 693
acetabular rim (see also femur, proximal defects) 751
acetabular roof 701 ff.
achilles tenotomy (see also foot, operative, equinus, severe) 583
achondroplasia 147, 149, 319
angiogenesis 171
angiography 172
angle, neck-shaft 727, 768
angular correction (see deformity)
apparatus (see also external fixator)
- alignment of rings and arches 125
- arch 63
- assembly to the pelvis 120, 743 ff.
- bolt
- - tapped head fixation 132
- - wire fixation 40, 70
- bottle-stoppers 124
- bushing 75
- chisels 370, 583, 613
- clamp, wire fixation 69
- depth gauge 125
- general rules 121
- half-ring 66
- hinge 97, 420
- - double-plane 329
- instruments and gadgets 135
- plate 67, 73
- post 74
- requirements 43
- revision and removal 130
- - cantilever effect 131
- - clinical test of consolidation 130
- - controlling rigidity 131
- - decreasing fixator rigidity 135
- - final disassembly 130
- ring
- - half 66
- - idle 571
- - intermediate 90 ff.
- rods, arranging and connecting 128
- screw-traction device 102, 273, 329 ff., 454, 488, 554, 561, 568, 615
- soft tissue consideration 122
- spiral spring 42
- “stock” of soft tissue 122
- supporting elements 63 ff.
- telescopic rod 72
- threaded rod 42, 72
- - bending socket 132
- - washer (serrated, flat lock) 76
- - wire (see also wire)
- - - insertion technique 122
- - - supplementary 129
- - - tensioning 128
- artery, nutrient 279
arthrodesis
- ankle 613
- hip joint 786 ff.
- lengthening 315, 617
- pantalar 623
- subtalar 617
- triple 613, 621
autodistractor 235, 244–246
avascular necrosis, femoral head 753, 755
biochemistry
- alkaline phosphatase 156, 239
- ATPase 240
- cyclic AMP 281
- lactic acid 156
- pyruvic acid 156
- succinyl dehydrogenase 238
blood
- coagulation 11
- supply 222
- - adequacy 289, 547
- - experimental studies 374
- - significance 6 ff., 11, 371, 378
bone
- bone-crushing effect 332
- bone marrow 163, 279
- - experimental damage, nutrient artery 377
- - preservation 137
- calvarium 157
- defect (see pseudarthrosis)
- formation 78, 137 ff., 162 ff., 236 ff., 279
- growth zone 142 ff., 152, 154, 156, 237, 238
- healing 4 ff.
- - blood supply, significance 6 ff.
- - experimental studies 9
- - main mechanical factors 4
- - morphologic dynamic 8
- - optimum biologic environment 4
- - ossification
- - - direct 7
- - - intramembranous 7
- - - primary adhesion 4, 9
- - rigid fixation 6
- - stable immobilization, significance 8
- - tempo 9
- - histoculture 156
- - histomorphology 152
- resorption 16
- - slivers 491
- - thickening 165, 174, 177
- - wedge translational 331
- - wedge-shaped 93, 331, 600, 777
Buerger’s disease 172
callus, development
- - stage 6
calvarium (see bone) 157
cartilage tissue, form 6
cell
- - erythroblast 279
- - fibroblast 187, 198, 204
- - fibroblast-like 152
- - monoblast 279
- - myelocytes 279
- - myoblast (see also muscle histology) 218
- - osteoblast (see also bone formation) 154, 155
- - Schwann 190
- - stromal 283
chisel (see also apparatus) 370
clubhand (see hand)
collagen 187
compression 6, 15, 18
- - axial 18
- - biomechanics 12
- - constant pressure 15 ff.
- - interfragmentary 14, 38, 378, 454, 671, 673, 675, 681
- - osteogenesis 6, 9, 34
- - side-to-side 461, 464, 466
- - with arched wires 468
- - by middle ring traction 468
- - by two middle ring tractions 472
- - by wire traction 468
corticotomy 287
coxarthrosis 751
deformans 270, 275
coxarthrosis
- unloading support 760
- with shortening 756
- without shortening 753
coxa vara
- bilateral 747
- with congenital pseudarthrosis 763
- with femoral shortening 734
- frame assembly to pelvis 743
- marked 743
- mild and moderate 728
- treatment 727

defect (see also pseudarthrosis)
- filling 481
- marked 475
- - deficient acetabulum 782
- - proximal femur 773
- - severe limitation of motion 785

deformity
- correction
- - angular 95-97, 100-107, 118
- - femoral 348
- - - with condylar defect 355
- - forcar 341
- - geometric principle 96
- - humerus 333
- - rotational axis, shifting 95
- - two or more segments 362 ff.
- - tibia 358
- - traditional method 329
- - elimination 105
- - foot (see foot)
- - determining the plane of 119
- - rotational 294, 329, 338
derotation mechanism 334 ff.
distraction (see also defect) 137
- frequency of steps 137
- longitudinal 138, 146
- rate 137
- transverse 161

experimental study of
- blood supply 374
- bone consolidation 9
- bone marrow, damage 371
- fixation stability 138
- fracture 370, 377, 381
- influence of rate and frequency of distraction 233
- kyphoscoliosis 263, 270, 277
- longitudinal distraction 138
- nutrient artery, damage 377
- preoperative phlebotomy 280
- skin growth 192
- stability of fixation 370
- transverse distraction 161
external fixator (see also apparatus)
- Anderson 38
- Bosworth 39
- Bulgarian 39
- Exner 36
- Greifensteiner 36
- Gudushauri 42
- Hey-Groves 38
- Hoffmann 38
- Kobseu 42
- Rezaian 39
- Rosen osteostat 37
- Sivash and Macarevich 42

femur
- neck fracture 671
- proximal defects 701, 773
- - with deficient acetabulum 782
- - with severe limitation of motion 785
- - treatment principles 773
- - fibula, shape modification 257
- fixation, stability of (see stability) fixator (see external fixator)
foot
- - advantages of Ilizarov's method 547, 583
- - disadvantages of traditional method 547, 583
- - nonoperative correction of deformities 547
- - clubfoot 265, 556, 570
- - combined with abduction or adduction 560 ff.
- - congenital 270, 561, 566, 570, 573, 611
- - equinus, severe, prevention 548, 550, 554
- - forefoot adduction or abduction 554, 560, 564, 568, 570
- - forefoot supination 554
- - heel-forefoot frame 550, 554, 568
- - cavus 566, 573
- - equinus-supination 563
- - talipes planus 548
- - operative correction of deformities
- - - ankle joint incongruity 583
- - - calcaneal dysplasia 592
- - - calcaneus, talipes 595
- - - cavus 590, 600, 606
- - - equinus, severe 583
- - - hindfoot, reconstruction 626
- - - pes planus 606
- - - with arthrodesis of the ankle 613
- - - with subtalar arthrodesis 617
- - overcorrection 548, 550
fracture
- - advantages of Ilizarov's method 369
- - - cominuted 387, 398, 435, 444, 683
- - - displacement
- - - classification 369, 381
- - - clinical studies 381
- - - slight 369, 382
- - treatment 127, 369, 382, 403
- - experimental studies 370, 374, 377, 381
- - femoral neck
- - - basilar 673, 681
- - - bilateral 683
- - - conventional surgical options 670
- - - delayed healing 671
- - - interfragmentary compression 671, 673, 675, 681
- - - subcapital 673
- - - hand 639
- - - healing 279
- - - intra-articular 420
- - - ankle 432
- - - elbow 425
- - - femoral neck 671
- - - humerus neck 421
- - - knee 429
- - - Monteggia 382
- - - multiple
- - - bilateral 683
- - - three limb segments 413
- - - two limb segments 410
- - - single bone 406
- - - strategy 403
- - - oblique 391, 393, 394, 398
- - - oblique-transverse 382
- - - open 429
- - - short bones 450
- - - clavicle 450
- - - olecranon 450
- - - spiral 383, 387
- - - transverse 387, 398
- - - treatment, conventional method 19, 127, 369, 403
- - - critical analysis 19, 44
- - - operative 28
- - - skeletal traction 25
fragment(s)
- - angle between 98
- - angulation 701
- - contact distance 103
- - controlling the position 77
debridement 478
- - intercalary 476
- - intermediate 77
- - longitudinal transport 77
- - nut turns 99
- - rotation 90
derotation mechanism 90 ff.
- - - intermediate ring 91
- - - sideways translation 80
- - - within a frame 80
- - - by frame movement 82
- - - general considerations 85
- - - gliding mechanism 84
table of angulation reduction 87
- - translation mechanism 83, 84
frame (see hand, foot, hip, femur)
Gigli saw 370

- gluteus medius and abductors, gradual lengthening 727, 773, 778

- growth plate 332

- hand 341
  - congenital anomalies 639
  - fracture 639
  - gradual separation 658
  - lengthening 639
  - metacarpal lengthening 649
  - metacarpophalangeal contracture 647
  - mini-apparatus 637
    - additional configurations 668
    - basic configurations 668
    - U-shaped frame 649
    - U-shaped wires 653
  - phalangization 652
    - additional configurations 668
    - basic configurations 668
    - U-shaped frame 649
    - U-shaped wires 653

- hip dislocation 701 (see also femur, proximal defects)
  - bilateral 719
  - conventional treatment 691
  - trochanteric lever action 773

- histology (see cell, blood, bone, muscle, nerve)

- inclination angle 78

- intercalary
  - fragment 476
  - growth (see muscle, nerve)

- internal fixation, complications 6
  - internal tibia torsion (see torsion, internal tibia)

- joint
  - Chopart’s, abnormality 621
  - contracture 3
  - glenohumeral dislocation 342

- lengthening
  - achondroplasia 319
  - actual epiphyseal separation 292
  - biologic and mechanical conditions 287
  - bloodless technique 292
  - cross-leg technique 319
  - distraction epiphysiodesis 292
  - equinus prevention 550
  - femur 310
  - foot (see foot)
  - hand (see hand)
  - humerus 309
  - lengthening arthrodesis 316
  - metaphyseal growth (chronic osteoclasia) 306
  - osteoclasia 306
  - acute 306
  - soft tissue 117
  - tibia (see also tibia) 315 ff.
  - with simultaneous deformity correction 316
  - with simultaneous thickening 316

- limb, mechanical axis (see also deformity) 701

- loading (see compression)

- muscle
  - function 12, 17
  - growth 216
  - histology 216
  - capillaries 222
  - cell
    - mitochondria 216
    - myofilaments 185
    - subsarcolemmal region 185

- new muscle growth 218
  - myoblast 218
  - skeletal 185

- necrosis, avascular of femoral head 753, 755
- neo-osteoogenesis 16, 178, 475
- nerves 190, 245
  - endoneurium 230
  - growth 224
  - perineurium 230

- ossification, premature 237

- osteoclasis 306
  - acute 306
  - closed 141, 239, 374, 485

- osteogenesis (see also bone formation) 12, 16, 138, 143, 163, 236, 241, 279
  - activity 147
  - delayed 377
  - flat and cuboidal bones 157
  - florid 143
  - influence of
    - fixation stability 137
    - rate and frequency of
distraction 233
  - inhibition 17
  - tension 17, 173

- osteosynthesis
  - bilateral 476
  - combined compression-distraction 476, 488, 492
  - consecutive distraction-compression 477, 481
  - compression 6, 9

- monolocal
  - compression 454, 456, 461
  - compression-distraction 454, 468

- transosseous
  - advantages 44
  - equipment (see also apparatus) 34
  - historical background (see also external fixator) 3
  - main criteria 35

- osteotomy (see also deformity)
  - calcaneal 592, 595, 618
  - curved 341, 583, 592
  - hinged 672, 687, 701, 702 ff., 704, 728, 759, 760, 778, 782
  - intertrochanteric 735
  - lengthening 697
  - longitudinal 161
  - oblique 600, 613
  - subtrochanteric 705, 733, 734, 743
  - transverse 138
  - V-shaped (see also foot) 606, 627, 632

- pelvis (see also femur, proximal defects and hip dislocation)
  - frame assembly 691, 743, 768
  - support (see also acetabular rim) 773

- peroneal space, widening 793

- phalangization, experimental 280

- phlebotomy, experimental 280

- preservation of
  - bone marrow 163
  - nutrient artery 137

- pseudarthrosis (see also defects) 3
  - congenital 174
  - development 10
  - femoral neck (see also femur, proximal defects) 472
  - hypertrophic, nonunion 4
  - malunion 3
  - oblique 454
  - stiff 454

- removal of fixator (see apparatus, revision and removal)

- ring (see apparatus)

- shape-forming processes 257, 583
- fibula, modification 257
- influence of blood supply and loading 257

- skin
  - clinical application 195
  - glands, sebaceous and sweat 191
  - hair roots 191
- slivers (see bone, slivers) 491
- smooth muscle

- soft tissue lengthening (see also lengthening, soft tissue) 117
splinters (see bone, slivers)
split, longitudinal 478
stability of fixation 369, 671
  experimental studies 138, 370
  neutral fixation 140, 162
  rigidity 453
  mechanical and biologic factors 121
  significance 6, 378
stump (see foot, hand)
syndactyly (see hand, skin, web space)
table (see also deformity)
  soft tissue
  relative lengthening 118
  thickness 118
tension-stress effect/law 137, 152, 157, 161, 169, 171, 173, 177, 184, 190, 287, 547, 626
  tension-stress vector 154, 155
torsion, internal tibial 571
traction
  preliminary 693
  skeletal 671, 681
transosseous osteosynthesis (see osteosynthesis)
wires
  arched 468, 621
  with bending (hooked) tips 675
  fixation (see apparatus, bolt and apparatus, clamp)
  insertion techniques 121
  kinked 69
  looped 134
  olive (bead) 41, 69
  point
  bayonet 68
  one-edged 68
  trochar 68
  prevention of thermal injury 122
  restraining 292
  rigidity 135
  stiffness 41
  supplementary 129
  tensioning and securing 40 ff., 128
  tension, maintenance 129
  U-shaped 653
  wire-tensioning fixator, subdivided 40 ff.
Wolff's law 13
Orthopedic surgeons practising external fixation techniques that traverse the whole limb need detailed knowledge of the relevant anatomy. Traditional anatomical texts normally contain fewer cross-sections than are required.

In this book the authors have taken between nine and eleven cross-sections in each segment of the extremities, corresponding to sites commonly used for transfixation, or transfixing external fixation.

The cross-sections have been taken after accurate axial localisation. Safe and dangerous areas have been marked on each section, thereby indicating where transfixation is possible without damaging vessels, nerves, joints and tendons. Safe cutaneous zones are also shown. The illustrations are complemented by photographs and tomographic scans for practical reference.
Die Plattenosteosynthese und ihre Konkurrenzverfahren
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